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Europe 1450 to 1789 - Jonathan Dewald 2006
How to Eat Well and Stay Well the Mediterranean Way - Ancel Keys 1975
Earliest Italy - Margherita Mussi 2006-04-11
This book aims to synthesize more than 600,000 years of Italian
prehistory, beginning with the Lower Paleolithic and ending with the last
hunter-gatherers of the early Holocene. The author treats such issues as
the development of social structure, the rise and fall of specific cultural
traditions, climatic change, modifications of the landscape, fauna and
flora, and environmental adaptation and exploitation and includes
detailed descriptions of the most important sites.
Monographic Plant Systematics - Tod F. Stuessy 2011
The Suburban Gardener, and Villa Companion - John Claudius Loudon
1838
Deterritorialisations ... - Dana Arnold 2003
In recent years, landscape has become increasingly recognised as a topic
of central importance to a wide variety of disciplines. To a large degree
this recognition has been based upon an expanding appreciation of the
political aspects of landscape, its ideological character and effects.
Landscapes and Politics is an innovative cross-disciplinary volume of new
writing which brings together, in a strategic and productive encounter, a
broad variety of critical work currently being done in this field. With 28
papers and five photo essays. Landscapes and Politics presents material
by scholars and practitioners from anthropology, archaeology,
architecture, art history, cultural studies, English and American
literature, film studies, fine art, geography, history, landscape
architecture, philosophy, political science, and religious studies. As an
important marker of current methodologies, research and practice across
these different disciplinary areas Landscapes and Politics is an
invaluable resource. It will be of interest to all those concerned with
current discourses and debates on landscape and its representation. 160
b/w illustrations
The War in Paraguay - George Thompson 1869
The Urbanisation of the Sea - Nancy Couling 2021
For Dutch see below - English - The book tells the story of the sea-land
continuum based on the case of the North Sea - one of the world's most
industrialized seas, in which the Netherlands plays a central role. The
space of the North Sea is almost fully planned and has been
simultaneously loaded with the task of increased economic production
both from new and traditional maritime sectors, and emptied of cultural
significance. Through different projects from academia, art, literature
and practice, from analysis to design, the book explores synergies for
designing this new spatial realm. Port-city expert Carola Hein, professor
of History of Architecture & Urban Planning at Delft University of
Technology, and Nancy Couling, associate professor at the Bergen
School of Architecture and researcher of the urbanized sea, combine
forces to guide the reader through this complex and fascinating topic. Dutch - Dit boek vertelt het verhaal van het zee-landcontinuüm aan de
hand van dat van de Noordzee - een van de meest geïndustrialiseerde
zeeën ter wereld, waar Nederland een centrale rol in speelt. De ruimte
van de Noordzee is bijna volledig ontworpen. De zee is tegelijkertijd
zowel belast met de taak om de economische productie van zowel nieuwe
als traditionele maritieme sectoren te verhogen, als van zijn culturele
betekenis ontdaan. Door middel van verschillende academische,
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kunstzinnige en literaire projecten en praktijkvoorbeelden - van analyse
tot ontwerp - verkent het boek mogelijke synergiën die een rol kunnen
spelen bij het ontwerpen van dit nieuwe ruimtelijke domein. HavenStadexpert en hoogleraar Geschiedenis van de Architectuur &
Stedenbouw aan de TU Delft Carola Hein, en Nancy Couling, universitair
docent aan de Bergen School of Architecture en onderzoeker op het
gebied van de verstedelijkte zee, hebben hun krachten gebundeld om de
lezer door dit complexe en fascinerende onderwerp te loodsen. Bron:
Flaptekst, uitgeversinformatie.
Biological Invasions in Europe and the Mediterranean Basin - F. di
Castri 2012-12-06
In view of the massive change in the area of distribution of many world
biota across classical biogeographical realms, and of the drastic
restructuring of the biotic components of numerous ecosystems, the
Scientific Committee on Problems of the Environment (SCOPE) decided
at its general Assembly in Ottawa, Canada, in 1982 to launch a project on
the 'Ecology of Biological Invasions'. Several regional meetings were
subsequently organized within the framework of SCOPE, in order to
single out the peculiarities of the invasions that took place in each
region, the behaviour of their invasive species and the invasibility of their
ecosystems. Most noteworthy among such workshops were one in
Australia in August 1984, one concerning North America and Hawaii in
October 1984, and one dealing with southern Africa in November 1985.
A leitmotiv of these workshops was that most of the invasive species to
those regions were emanating from Europe and the Mediterranean
Basin, inadvertently or intentionally introduced by man. It was therefore
considered as a timely endeavour to organize the next regional meeting
in relation to this region. The workshop on 'Biological Invasions in
Europe and the Mediterranean Basin' was held in Montpellier, France,
21 to 23 May 1986, thanks to the financial support of SCOPE and of the
A.W. Mellon Foundation, and the logistic facilities of the Centre National
de la Recherche Scientifique (C.N .R.S.).
Commercial Geography - Jacques Wardlaw Redway 1907
Humans at the End of the Ice Age - Lawrence Guy Straus 2012-12-06
Humans at the End of the Ice Age chronicles and explores the
significance of the variety of cultural responses to the global
environmental changes at the last glacial-interglacial boundary.
Contributions address the nature and consequences of the global climate
changes accompanying the end of the Pleistocene epoch-detailing the
nature, speed, and magnitude of the human adaptations that culminated
in the development of food production in many parts of the world. The
text is aided by vital maps, chronological tables, and charts.
Cereals and Millets - Chittaranjan Kole 2006-10-28
Part of the seven-volume series Genome Mapping and Molecular
Breeding in Plants, this book covers Cereals and Millets, which provide
staple food for most of the earth’s population. This book includes
chapters on rice, wheat, maize, barley, oats, rye, sorghum, pearl millet,
foxtail millet and finger millet. The emphasis is on advanced research on
the major crops, including the model plants maize and rice, as well as on
future road maps of genomic research for the less-often considered but
equally deserving cereals and millets.
The Highlands of the Brazil - Richard Francis Burton 1869
Brilliant Things for Akhenaten - Paul T. Nicholson 2007
This book examines the coming of glass to Egypt and its relationship to
the production of faience and pottery, particularly at Amarna site O45.1.
The text combines excavated evidence with experimental archaeology
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and laboratory analyses to give a reconstruction of the production of
glass and other materials at Amarna, both in terms of technology and
social context. The excavations carried out by Flinders Petrie at Amarna
(18912) are reassessed in the light of the new work and finds from that
time put into a broader perspective.
Metallurgy in Antiquity - Robert James Forbes 1950
The Seventy Great Mysteries of the Ancient World - Brian M. Fagan 2001
Describes various issues in mythology and prehistoric and ancient
history, from the Garden of Eden to the effects of meteor impacts,
including tombs, writing systems, and the fall of civilizations, and
suggests explanations.
The Ecological Basis of Planning - A. Glikson 2012-12-06
When Artur Glikson died in July 1966 he was still comparatively
unknown; yet paradoxically he had an international reputation that went
beyond town planning and architectural circles. As far back as 1955,
when he was forty four years old, he was an active participant in the
notable Wenner-Gren Conference on "Man's Role in Changing the Face
of the Earth," where he presented the first paper in the present book.
Seven years later he was the only nonscientist represented in the even
more selective Ciba Foundation conference on Man and his Future.
Though Glikson attended many other important international
conferences, notably the International Seminar on Regional Planning in
The Hague in 1957, and the International conference of Landscape
Architects in Amsterdam in 1960, he has yet to leave his mark on the
thought and practice of architects and planners, his own professional
group. The fact that Artur Glikson's activities as a pioneer in sociological
plan ning are still relatively unknown, might seem a handicap from the
point of this book's getting the public or professional attention that it
deserves. But this is perhaps the best reason for bringing out the
assembled papers and giving a picture of their background in his
personal experience.
King of the World - Philip Mansel 2020-09-01
Louis XIV was a man in pursuit of glory. Not content to be the ruler of a
world power, he wanted the power to rule the world. And, for a time, he
came tantalizingly close. Philip Mansel’s King of the World is the most
comprehensive and up-to-date biography in English of this hypnotic,
flawed figure who continues to captivate our attention. This lively work
takes Louis outside Versailles and shows the true extent of his global
ambitions, with stops in London, Madrid, Constantinople, Bangkok, and
beyond. We witness the importance of his alliance with the Spanish
crown and his success in securing Spain for his descendants, his enmity
with England, and his relations with the rest of Europe, as well as Asia,
Africa, and the Americas. We also see the king’s effect on the two great
global diasporas of Huguenots and Jacobites, and their influence on him
as he failed in his brutal attempts to stop Protestants from leaving
France. Along the way, we are enveloped in the splendor of Louis’s court
and the fascinating cast of characters who prostrated and plotted within
it. King of the World is exceptionally researched, drawing on
international archives and incorporating sources who knew the king
intimately, including the newly released correspondence of Louis’s
second wife, Madame de Maintenon. Mansel’s narrative flair is a perfect
match for this grand figure, and he brings the Sun King’s world to vivid
life. This is a global biography of a global king, whose power was
extensive but also limited by laws and circumstances, and whose
interests and ambitions stretched far beyond his homeland. Through it
all, we watch Louis XIV progressively turn from a dazzling, attractive
young king to a belligerent reactionary who sets France on the path to
1789. It is a convincing and compelling portrait of a man who, three
hundred years after his death, still epitomizes the idea of le grand
monarque.
Feudal Society - Marc Bloch 1989
Annotation. Feudal Society discusses the economic and social conditions
in which feudalism developed providing a deep understanding of the
processes at work in medieval Europe.
Twelve Years a Slave - Solomon Northup 2021-01-01
"Having been born a freeman, and for more than thirty years enjoyed the
blessings of liberty in a free State—and having at the end of that time
been kidnapped and sold into Slavery, where I remained, until happily
rescued in the month of January, 1853, after a bondage of twelve
years—it has been suggested that an account of my life and fortunes
would not be uninteresting to the public." -an excerpt
Urban World History - Luc-Normand Tellier 2019-09-14
This book seeks to deepen readers’ understanding of world history by
investigating urbanization and the evolution of urban systems, as well as

the urban world, from the perspective of historical analysis. The
theoretical framework of the approach stems directly from spaceeconomy, and, more generally, from location theory and the theory of
urban systems. The author explores a certain logic to be found in world
history, and argues that this logic is spatial (in terms of spatial inertia,
spatial trends, attractive and repulsive forces, vector fields, etc.) rather
than geographical (in terms of climate, precipitation, hydrography).
Accordingly, the book puts forward a truly original vision of urban world
history, one that will benefit economists, historians, regional scientists,
and anyone with a healthy curiosity.
Gathering Time - A. W. R. Whittle 2011
"Gathering Time presents the results of a major dating programme that
re-writes the early Neolithic of Britain by more accurately dating
enclosures, a phenomenon that first appeared in the early Neolithic:
places of construction, labour, assembly, ritual and deposition. The
project has combined hundreds of new radiocarbon dates with hundreds
of existing dates, using a Bayesian statistical framework. Such formal
chronological modelling is essential if significantly more precise and
robust date estimates are to be achieved than those currently available
from informal inspection of calibrated radiocarbon dates. The resulting
dating project included over 35 enclosures - the largest study so far
attempted in a Bayesian framework. This establishes a new chronology
for causewayed and related enclosures in southern Britain, which
appeared in the final decades of the 38th century cal BC, increased in
number dramatically in the 37th century cal BC, and began no longer to
be built by the end of the 36th century cal BC. Several enclosures were
of short duration - in some cases probably in use for less than a
generation - though some examples do conform to the conventional
assumption of a long primary use-life. In Ireland, enclosures of this kind
are much scarcer. The project helped to date two of these: Donegore, Co.
Antrim and Magheraboy, Co. Sligo. As well as establishing a new
chronology for enclosures, Gathering Time also places these results into
their wider context, by considering the chronology of the early Neolithic
as a whole. Well over a thousand other radiocarbon dates have been
critically assessed and modelled in a Bayesian framework - for
settlement, monument building and other activity, region by region
across southern Britain and across Ireland as a whole (a brief
comparative study of Scotland as far north as the Great Glen is also
included). Generally in southern Britain other Neolithic activity can be
dated before the beginnings of monument building and, among the
monuments, long barrows, long cairns, and related forms clearly
preceded the earliest causewayed enclosures. The first Neolithic things
and practices probably appeared in south-east England in the 41st
century cal BC, arguably by some kind of small-scale colonisation from
the adjacent continent, and spread at a variable pace across the rest of
Britain and Ireland over the next two and a half centuries or more, a
process involving acculturation of local people as well as immigrants.
Enclosures may have been adapted as a social strategy of harnessing the
power of the distant and the exotic, and perhaps old ancestral ties to the
European continent, in a dynamic and rapidly changing social milieu.
Close attention is given to themes of deposition, material culture and
different kinds of social interaction, from networks of exchange to
episodes of violence. A high tempo of change continued, as very different
constructions came to be built from the 36th century cal BC onwards: the
linear and more arcane cursus monuments. The study of Irish Neolithic
chronology reveals significant patterning, including a short currency for
rectangular timber houses in the 37th century cal BC, but also highlights
the challenge of establishing more reliable chronologies, for monuments
in particular. Alternative scenarios for the date and nature of the
beginning of the Neolithic in Ireland are modelled. Gathering Time ends
with reflections on the nature and pace of change in prehistory. If
generational timescales are now within our grasp routinely, more subtle
and individualised kinds of (pre)history can and must be written, and the
conventional frame of the long-term must shift from being familiar and
comfortable to problematic."--Publisher's description.
European Seagrasses - Jens Borum 2004
The goal of the report project is to define the habitat requirements of
seagrasses in the European coasts, the present threats to the
sustainability of the ecosystem they form, and their resilience to
disturbance in order to strengthen our forecast capacity and formulate
cost-effective monitoring plans and management strategies.
America's National Game - Albert Goodwill Spalding 1911
This book is Albert Spaldings work of "historic facts concerning the
beginning, evolution, development and popularity of base ball, with
personal reminiscences of its vicissitudes, its victories and its votaries."
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It is one of the defining books in the early formative years of modern
baseball.
Letters from the Battle-fields of Paraguay - Sir Richard Francis Burton
1870

Money, Markets and Trade in Late Medieval Europe - Lawrin Armstrong
2007
The volume explores late medieval market mechanisms and associated
institutional, fiscal and monetary, organizational, decision-making, legal
and ethical issues, as well as selected aspects of production,
consumption and market integration. The essays span a variety of local,
regional, and long-distance markets and networks.
The Rough Guide to Namibia (Travel Guide eBook) - Rough Guides
2020-02-01
The Rough Guide to Namibia Make the most of your time on Earth with
the ultimate travel guides. World-renowned 'tell it like it is' travel guide.
Discover Namibia with this comprehensive and entertaining travel guide,
packed with practical information and honest recommendations by our

independent experts. Whether you plan to raft down the Zambezi,
stargaze in the Namib desert or have a close encounter with the wildlife
in one of Africa's finest national parks, the Rough Guide to Namibia will
help you discover the best places to explore, eat, drink, shop and sleep
along the way. Features of this travel guide to Namibia: - Detailed
regional coverage: provides practical information for every kind of trip,
from off-the-beaten-track adventures to chilled-out breaks in popular
tourist areas - Honest and independent reviews: written with Rough
Guides' trademark blend of humour, honesty and expertise, our writers
will help you make the most from your trip to Namibia - Meticulous
mapping: practical full-colour maps, with clearly numbered, colour-coded
keys. Find your way around Windhoek and many more locations without
needing to get online - Fabulous full-colour photography: features
inspirational colour photography, including the extraordinary rock
engravings and paintings of Brandberg and Twyfelfontein and the
windswept shapes of the Barchan, Star and Transverse Dunes. - Timesaving itineraries: carefully planned routes will help inspire and inform
your on-the-road experiences - Things not to miss: Rough Guides'
rundown of Sossusvlei, Victoria Falls, Etosha National Park, the Kalahari,
Windhoek, Walvis Bay Lagoon and Swakopmund's best sights and top
experiences - Travel tips and info: packed with essential pre-departure
information including getting around, accommodation, food and drink,
health, the media, festivals, sports and outdoor activities, culture and
etiquette, shopping and more - Background information: comprehensive
'Contexts' chapter provides fascinating insights into Namibia, with
coverage of history, religion, ethnic groups, environment, wildlife and
books, plus a handy language section and glossary - Covers: Windhoek
and around; the southwest; the southern Kalahari and the far south;
Central-northern Namibia; the central coast and hinterland; Etosha and
the far north; the northeast and Victoria Falls You may also be interested
in: The Rough Guide to the Game Parks of South Africa, The Rough
Guide to South Africa, The Rough Guide to Kenya About Rough Guides:
Rough Guides have been inspiring travellers for over 35 years, with over
30 million copies sold globally. Synonymous with practical travel tips,
quality writing and a trustworthy 'tell it like it is' ethos, the Rough
Guides list includes more than 260 travel guides to 120+ destinations,
gift-books and phrasebooks.
The Abbess of Castro - Stendhal 2021-12-03
'The Abbess of Castro' is a novella by Stendhal which recounts the
untimely tragic romance between the daughter of the wealthiest man in
Lazio and a penniless gangster. It may be a tale of star-crossed lovers set
in Italy, but this novella is so much more than an alternative Romeo and
Juliet. Beneath the surface lies an eye-opening tale of political
machinations that Machiavelli would be proud of, violent family feuds
and swashbuckling adventures. Claimed to be translated from 16th
Century manuscripts, 'The Abbess of Castro' packs an extra punch with
its extremely unsympathetic view on warfare and an acute critique on
ardent individuals undone by passion. Stendhal is widely regarded to be
an eminent example of Romantic Realism throughout his work and
directly influenced the world-famous Russian author Leo Tolstoy in his
depictions of war, especially in Tolstoy's works 'Sevastopol Sketchers',
'The Invaders', 'The Cossacks' and 'Youth and Childhood'. Stendhal
(1783-1842), the pseudonym of Marie-Henry Beyle, was a French writer.
A pioneer of literary realism and master of the psychological portrayals
of his characters, he is best known for his novels 'The Red and the Black'
(1830) and 'The Charterhouse of Parma' (1839).
The Vertigo Years - Philipp Blom 2010-11-02
Examines how changes from the Industrial Revolution prior to World War
I brought about radical transformation in society, changes in education,
and massive migration in population that led to one of the bloodiest
events in history.
A Knight at the Movies - John Aberth 2012-10-02
Imagining the Middle Ages is an unprecedented examination of the
historical content of films depicting the medieval period from the 11th to
the 15th centuries. Historians increasingly feel the need to weigh in on
popular depictions of the past, since so much of the public's knowledge
of history comes from popular mediums. Aberth dissects how each film
interpreted the period, offering estimations of the historical accuracy of
the works and demonstrating how they project their own contemporary
era's obsessions and fears onto the past.
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Civilization in the West - Mark A. Kishlansky 2008
Fake? - Mark Jones 1990-01-01
Describes the methods used to make artistic, literary, documentary, and
political forgeries and the recent scientific advances in their detection.
Includes over 600 objects from the British Museum and many other
major collections, from ancient Babylonia to the present day.
Trask's Historical Linguistics - Robert McColl Millar 2013-11-26
A new edition of this very well-respected introduction to Historical
Linguistics.
Feudal Society: The growth of ties of dependence - Marc Bloch 1961
Conserving Biodiversity Outside Protected Areas - Patricia Halladay
1995
Limits to expansion of protected area systems underline the importance
of seeking new ways to conserve biodiversity. The twelve case studies
ranging from the High Andes to Viet Nam support the view that certain
traditional agricultural and pastoral systems can succeed in attaining a
sustainable level of production while at the same time maintaining both a
high level of biodiversity and most functional aspects of the ecosystems.
The Intangible Elements of Culture in Ethnoarchaeological Research Stefano Biagetti 2016-06-02
This volume focuses on the intangible elements of human cultures, whose
relevance in the study of archaeology has often been claimed but rarely
practiced. In this book, the authors successfully show how the adoption
of ethnoarchaeological perspectives on non-material aspects of cultures
can support the development of methodologies aimed at refining the
archaeological interpretation of ancient items, technologies, rituals,
settlements and even landscape. The volume includes a series of new
approaches that can foster the dialogue between archaeology and
anthropology in the domain of the intangible knowledge of rural and
urban communities. The role of ethnoarchaeology in the study of the
intangible heritage is so far largely underexplored, and there is a
considerable lack of ethnoarchaeological studies explicitly focused on the
less tangible evidence of present and past societies. Fresh case studies
will revitalize the theoretical debate around ethnoarchaeology and its
applicability in the archaeological and heritage research in the new
millennium. Over the past decade, ‘intangible’ has become a key word in
anthropological research and in heritage management. Archaeological
theories and methods regarding the explorations of the meaning and the
significance of artifacts, resources, and settlement patterns are
increasingly focusing on non-material evidence. Due to its peculiar
characteristics, ethnoarchaeology can effectively foster the development
of the study of the intangible cultural heritage of living societies, and
highlight its relevance to the study of those of the past.
The Garlands of the Gods - Mary Taylor Simeti 2018
A beautifully illustrated guide to Sicily's spectacular wild flowers and
their historical, literary and mythological associations, this volume is
sure to be of interest to travelers, flower lovers and all those who
appreciate fine botanical art.
Principles of Human Geography - Paul Vidal de La Blache 1926
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